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2x6  S-Dry Construction Heart

Redwood Decking
We sell beautiful S-DRY not “green” Redwood Decking for optimal
appearance and functionality. Our S-DRY Redwood, from Redwood
Empire, is air dried until the perfect 19 percent or less moisture content
is achieved, making for lighter, easier  decking installations. Our Con
Heart  features the look and color that made redwood famous. Con
Heart is made only of heartwood, the result is a deck or other outdoor
space that features a deep red, uniform appearance.  Con Heart
contains some knots, it is not a clear grade.
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3/4”x5-3/8”x72”   8 Square Foot
Choose from 1 or 2 Groved Edges

#16DASG2E  or #16DASG1E  
Espresso Color

$8099

#16DASG2C  or #16DASG1C 
Cognac Color  

$9275

3/4”x8”x72”   S2S 
#18DASE Espresso Color
or #18DASC Cognac Color

$7399
ea.

Bamboo Decking
Manufactured using two stages of
high heat to first carbonize the
bamboo, removing all of the
starch and sugar, and then re-
structure the bamboo, reinforcing
its natural strength characteris-
tics. It’s then fused together using
phenolic resin – the same resins
used to make bowling balls. The
result is an extremely dense,
durable exterior-use product
composed of 87% natural, fused
strand bamboo fibers and 13%
resin. Looks and acts much like
other natural hardwood products,
specifically Ipe hardwood.

LUMBER AND BUILDINGLUMBER AND BUILDING MATERIALS SINCE 1912MATERIALS SINCE 1912

$320 
lin.ft.    8’, 10’, 12’, 14’, 16’, 18’ & 20’  lengths 

$600
lin.ft.     Stock colors Biscayne &  Island Mist

Grooved Edge. 1”x5.5”     12’, 16’, & 20’ lengths. 
The award-winning next generation of design and
performance, featuring heat-mitigating technology for
our coolest decking yet. Reflects the sun and your sense
of style. Transcend Lineage is engineered to keep your
deck cooler, even on the hottest days.

1”x5.5”    
$390

lin.ft.     1.5”x5.5”  
$590

lin.ft.

Stock colors Saddle & Pebble Grey.  16’ & 20’ lengths.
The perfect pairing of price and minimal maintenance.
Trex Select stands up to both weather and weekend
mishaps alike, thanks to its high-performance shell. It
resists stains and mold better than traditional
composites.

$560
lin.ft.  Stock colors Island Mist, Spiced Rum 

& Tiki Torch.  Grooved Edge 1”x5.5”    12’, 16’, & 20’ lengths. 
Elevated aesthetics paired with the highest level of
performance. Transcend decking’s deep wood-grain
pattern and luxury colors create a premium, ageless look
that leave other composites in the dust.

$290
lin.ft.  Stock color Toasted Sand.

Grooved Edge 1”x5.5”      12’, 16’, & 20’ lengths.
Enhance decking offers an authentic wood-grain
appearance with the durability of composite and the
affordability of wood. Enhance decking boards are
scalloped, making them as lightweight as lumber—
without the extra work. Long-lasting decking requires
little upkeep.


